Dorm Designers Reveal Ideas

Residence Hall Plans Presented in Forum

By Laura McGrath Mouton

A nighttime view of the southern facade of new undergraduate dormitory scheduled to be completed in 2003 and located on Vassar Street.

Investigation into Deutch Security Breach Impeded

By Kevin R. Lang

The clearance allows Deutch to consult on Defense Department contracts with companies including Raytheon Company, which makes defense electronics and aircraft.
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Depression Most Prevalent Mental Disorder in America

By Karyn Lu

Clinical depression is far more menacing than just the passing "blues" that everyone experiences at some time or another in their lives. Depression is not a sign of personal weakness, and people suffering from depression cannot simply "pull themselves together.

Specifics of the condition are documented in the DSM-IV as follows:

1. Depressed mood
2. Reduced interest in almost all activities
3. Fatigue or loss of energy
4. Insomnia, or sleeping too much

Harvard Student VP Facing Impeachment

Council Questions Campaign Finance, Mailings

By Sanjay Basu

Following accusations of campaign violations regarding buttons, lemonade, and some $97,956, Harvard's Undergraduate Council announced Sunday that it would begin impeachment hearings against newly-elected Vice President John A. Burton.

Burton, a junior, has been accused of violating campaign rules during December's UC elections. Ten UC members filed two articles of impeachment against Burton, who has been accused of using over 100 buttons from the office of Harvard's Biscuit, Gay, Lesbian, Transgender and Supporter's Alliance without permission. Burton also allegedly handed out over 100 servings of lemonade on election day and reported costs of just $1. Burton claimed that he obtained the lemonade for no charge from the cafeteria and took buttons that were freely available to members of the public.

In an e-mail message sent to students, he wrote: "In the eyes of the average Harvard student, this is petty and disgusting. Such ugliness over lemonade and buttons is embarrassing."

But UC officials were most outraged by the finding that Burton and running mate Fentrice D. Driskell, a junior, distributed flyers to freshmen.

"This type of mail-dropping," wrote impeachment supporters Kyle D. Blakeslee, a sophomore, and John P. Marshall, a junior, in a direct violation of the policy," Burton claimed that university officials gave him permission to distribute the flyers.

Those who signed a petition against Burton include three students — seniors Sterling P.A. Darling, Todd E. Plants and Frank S. Leonard — who ran against Driskell and Burton in the presidential race.

According to a second article of impeachment, Burton also provided false testimony to the council's election commission, although details of the testimony were not revealed by UC members. Some UC officers claim that Driskell and Burton had overspent their $100 campaign limits by as much as $13.

The council's election commission found that the duo's campaign expenses amounted to only $97.95 — $2 more than the candidates had reported.

Burton reportedly told Boston Globe reporters that "This is really about a bunch of young Republicans playing senator."

Some critics of Burton said they view Burton as "a petulant youth." Burton was damaging the UC's reputation, they said, with the "petty and disgusting" actions.

"I think that university officials gave him permission to distribute the flyers," Burton said.
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**World & Nation**

**Election of First Female Governor Boosts Japan's Governing Coalition**

By John F. Harris

Fusae Ota's election in Osaka as Japan's first female governor on Wednesday is viewed by Prime Minister Keizo Obuchi and Japan's governing three-party coalition as a significant boost.

The ruling Liberal Democratic Party and its coalition partners supported Ota's candidacy — over the objections of the party's Osaka chapter — in the closely watched vote Sunday. She was a little-known bureaucrat in Tokyo who had not run for political office before.

“Shes a bureaucrat, but being a woman, the smell of bureaucracy was less strong,” said Takayoshi Miyagawa, a political commentator and consultant. “Plus, after the sexual harassment scandal, she is regarded as remote from sexual harassment.”

Osaka’s former governor, Takako Nishizaka, resigned in December as she was about to be prosecuted on charges of grooming a female campaign worker.

Editorials and analysts noted Monday that what people in Osaka really wanted was leadership to rescue Japan’s second-largest city from the effects of the recession and to deal with the budget deficit.

---

**British Authorities Negotiate for Release of 150 Hostages**

By Martjorie Miller

Dexter Filkins

Boeing 727 was seized shortly after takeoff early Sunday on a domestic flight from Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan, to the northern city of Mazar-i-Sharif — a trip that should have lasted about an hour.

Instead, hijackers directed the plane to land in Kandahar, in southern Afghanistan, and the need for more “entrepreneurial incubators” to help small businesses with legal and patent advice.

All this programmatic detail and jargon didn’t exactly make for foot-stomping oratory. But the spokesman argument was unmistakable: it is Hillary Clinton, not York City Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani, her Republican opponent, who has given more thought to the problems of upstate. While there are pockets of prosperity — Rochester’s technology-oriented economy has thrived despite layoffs at big employers like Eastman Kodak — most of upstate is lagging. If the region beyond New York City and its suburbs was a separate state, it would rank 45th in the nation in job growth, Clinton’s campaign asserted.

Her strategists believe this malaise presents an opportunity for a Democrat even in a traditionally Republican region. Clinton’s announcement tour will take her this week also to Rochester, where she will talk about health care, Syracuse for an education event, and Albany.

Clinton also played on an Empire State grievance that it pays some $15 billion more in federal taxes than it gets back. Noting that this pattern dates to the Depression-era days, when New York prospered more than other states, she said, “It is time for our friends in the rest of the country to return the favor.”

---

**Fun on Wednesday**

By Gregory Lawson

State Department

The clockwise flow around a large high building into New England will help keep a very cold Canadian air mass to our north. It will be colder today than yesterday, but not nearly as cold as it would be with the wind direction reversed. The healthy southerly/southwesterly winds will have advected the colder air away by this evening, setting up a nice warm over average night tonight and a beautiful day tomorrow. Be sure to take advantage of Wednesday's sunny skies and keep the parkland and local areas in good condition going in the commanded aircraft.

---

**Weather**

**Situation for Noon Eastern Standard Time, Tuesday, February 6, 2000**

By John F. Harris

---

**Catalytic Antibody Consumes Cocaine in Bloodstream**

Using methods seldom applied in drug abuse research, Donald W. Landry built a “catalytic antibody” that eats cocaine in a lab rat’s bloodstream.

And this spring, the Gaithersburg, Md., biotech company Medlimune Inc. will join forces with him to refine his technique to make an antibody strong enough to treat cocaine abuse in humans.

Landry built a “catalytic antibody” that eats cocaine in a lab rat’s bloodstream.

---

**Russian Assault Targets Fleeing Chechen Guerrillas**

With the battle for Grozny over, Russia launched a ground and air assault in central and southern Chechnya on Monday, seeking to crush rebels fleeing the region’s battered capital and those holding out in mountain strongholds in the south.

---
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**Weather**
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Yugoslav Defense Minister Slain
In Belgrade in ‘Terrorist Act’

By Paul Watson
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The GSC provides up to $250 to attend professional conference.

Application forms here:

Submit application @ the GSC office

* GSC Social *

The MIT Graduate Student Council

Welcome to the Graduate Students Council! основанный на космической структуре.

The MIT Graduate Student Council

office. Walker Memorial, 50-220 (above the muddy)

website: www.mit.edu/activities/gsc

email: gsc-request@mit.edu
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Publicity Board Meeting

Housing and Community Affairs Committee Meeting

Academic, Research, and Careers Committee meeting

* @ 5:30 in 50-220 (above the muddy)

All graduate students are welcome. Food is provided.
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Friday Feb 11 5:30pm @ MIT Museum

All Graduate Students Welcome
Bradley vs. Gore: Debate's the Way

As one of the few at MIT who knows and cares about the New Hampshire results (as Eric Pilsky put it on Feb. 4 in "A Primary Primer"), I would like to contribute my two cents to this issue.

In the Granite State, our version of democracy is viewed through a microscope. The press chews, digests, and spits back every action, speech, and proposal made by the Oval Office hopefuls. Every statement is magnified: even John McCain's minor allusion to "homosexuals' has caused a significant splash in the media.

That is why I am particularly concerned about the recent campaign tactics used by the Bill Bradley campaign. Last year, Bradley kicked off his run for the White House by attempting to reinvent politics so that it would be viewed as "a noble profession" and not a "dirty word." He set out grand ideals, such as universal health care, ending child poverty, and healing racial divides. By New Year's Day, Bradley — leading in New Hampshire polls — had shattered the inevitability of Al Gore's nomination.

In the middle of January, the Bradley campaign decided to go negative. They were fed up with Gore's persistent attacks on Bradley's health care proposal and education plan. But instead of taking the high road and countering Gore's jabs with a genuine debate on the issues, Bradley debased politics and brought the race to the personal level. Bradley attacked Gore's character, portrayed him as a liar, accused Gore of jumping "into bed with the special interests," and deployed a group of political operatives (the self-proclaimed "truth squad") to follow Gore around during his events.

Besides being nasty politics, this type of campaign is in bad taste. Most states in the next round of primaries (e.g. New York, California) do not let independents vote. Among Democrats, Bradley lost New Hampshire by 16 percentage points. Insulting the character of a man who served his country honorably in the military, and fought for Democratic values for 23 years, is no way to get those votes back.

Bill Bradley is not an evil or bad person; he has just made a poor decision. I implore Senator Bradley to attack the Vice President on substantive issues, thus beginning a dialogue on health care, education, and Social Security that will enlighten the people of America and restore honor to our political system.

Letters To The Editor

Erratum

A recent article on the MacVicar teaching awards ["MacVicar Teaching Awards Announced," Feb. 4] mistakenly reported that Professor Jayoclaus Yatsch was not tenured. She is a tenured professor in the department of nuclear engineering. The paragraph which describes Yatsch's contributions to Course XVI should have referred to Debra Newman.

In an article concerning the beginning of the $50K contest ["Trilogy Competition Kicks-off $50K Contest," Feb. 4], the name of Trilogy Software was incorrectly spelled.
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Running the Numbers  
Michael Boroucke

I must say, the media has done an excellent job of building up the idea of the size of the majority of the American population. Most Americans find out what is important to them from their high school or college yearbook. And when something enters the media that is below the surface, the media usually downplays its significance. No, the public shouldn't concern themselves with the activities of the East Timers or the domestic labor issues in the Midwest. There's no need to investigate the truth or accuracy of the statement. People should just trust that the government is right and has the situation under control. The public need active role in entering the absolute approval of the government's action.

And there are other institutions, such as media companies, that are smugly, "I'd never get bored at school."

This principle was enforced when President Clinton spoke in Seattle a few days after the protest. He didn't talk about what people were doing to support the protesters brought the harmful policies of the government and the vice president. I believe the building is in Seattle and blocking the entrance of the building in which the conference was to be held. These acts of civil disobedience closed held. These acts of civil disobedience closed the protesters were "dangerous" and warrant- ing arrest. While it could be argued that the actions of the demonstrators that had broken store windows. Not only was this administration detrimental to the demo- The protesters brought valuable insights to the problem of what "criminals" (when the actual criminals are the police) are doing. The protest, but the lecture about violence some- thing that failed to reach those with the gau. Evidently, the police are able to display as much violence as it takes to either make the protest- ers leave it or point them at a small number of violent radicals that truly needed to be subdued.

This is not a new activity of the police, of course. The 1970 Hotels convention in Chicago proved that police beatings of demonstrators were inadmissible to the police. These incidents and thousands like them show that the police function to maintain the existing order, no matter how unjust it may be. It doesn't matter if a law is ethnically right; it will be upheld as long as justice exist.

This is because not all police officers are themselves necessary; it is because humans, as police, are given a ridiculous amount of power to enforce unathap laws. This power is being used when it is exercised by those who are merely following orders, but it is even more corrupting when it is exercised by those who are doing it to get people to order to have no choice but to close the police, I was enraged at what I saw as a betrayal of BayBank. In fact, I was so enraged that I threat to anyone but the elite who would profit from further unjust trade practices. Our own interests, we encouraged people to become globalized. Fortunately, thousands of protesters brought the harmful policies of the government and the vice president. I believe the building is in Seattle and blocking the entrance of the building in which the conference was to be held. These acts of civil disobedience closed held. These acts of civil disobedience closed the protesters were "dangerous" and warrant- ing arrest. While it could be argued that the actions of the demonstrators that had broken store windows. Not only was this administration detrimental to the demo- The protesters brought valuable insights to the problem of what "criminals" (when the actual criminals are the police) are doing. The protest, but the lecture about violence some- thing that failed to reach those with the gau. Evidently, the police are able to display as much violence as it takes to either make the protest- ers leave it or point them at a small number of violent radicals that truly needed to be subdued.

This is not a new activity of the police, of course. The 1970 Hotels convention in Chicago proved that police beatings of demonstrators were inadmissible to the police. These incidents and thousands like them show that the police function to maintain the existing order, no matter how unjust it may be. It doesn't matter if a law is ethnically right; it will be upheld as long as justice exist.

This is because not all police officers are themselves necessary; it is because humans, as police, are given a ridiculous amount of power to enforce unathap laws. This power is being used when it is exercised by those who are merely following orders, but it is even more corrupting when it is exercised by those who are doing it to get people to order to have no choice but to close the police, I was enraged at what I saw as a betrayal of BayBank. In fact, I was so enraged that I threat to anyone but the elite who would profit from further unjust trade practices. Our own interests, we encouraged people to become globalized. Fortunately, thousands of protesters brought the harmful policies of the government and the vice president. I believe the building is in Seattle and blocking the entrance of the building in which the conference was to be held. These acts of civil disobedience closed held. These acts of civil disobedience closed the protesters were "dangerous" and warrant- ing arrest. While it could be argued that the actions of the demonstrators that had broken store windows. Not only was this administration detrimental to the demo-
Come and hear industry experts discuss issues and ideas on various topics surrounding the high-tech market.

With two days of discussions you are sure to find a panel topic that interests you. Learn more about things or just take some time to get to know some of the coolest employers in the country.
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To submit your resume and indicate your interest, visit www.collegehire.com/big_reward or for more information contact your school's campus consultant at julie@collegehire.com.
**Chess**

**Fun and Games**

By Amy Meadows

A MIT Musical Theatre Guild production Directed by James Kirtley

**T**he Musical Theatre Guild's latest production, Chess, is, in a word, about games. Mind games. War games. Political games. And, of course, board games.

Centering around a chess tournament between a player from the United States and one from the Soviet Union, Chess attempts to use the game as a metaphor for personal and political struggles that are occurring simultaneously. Chess turns these struggles into a discouraging view of the world: most of them are the result of the characters' own selfishness and false hopes. The negative traits of the characters are a product of the manipulations that are part of playing the various games. The players, in turn, are being so attacked that they are forced to incorporate all the different real and metaphorical games.

With Jim Broadbent, Allan Corduner, Timothy Spall, Lenley Mansfield, Elaine David, Ron Cook, Martin Savage, Shirley Henderson, Dorothy Atkinson

Written and directed by Mike Leigh

With Jim Broadbent, Allan Corduner, Timothy Spall, Lenley Mansfield, Elaine David, Ron Cook, Martin Savage, Shirley Henderson, Dorothy Atkinson

**T**he film Topsy-Turvy is a curious case, feeling like a five-minute movie pre- ceded by a three-hour introduction. As a result, the bulk of it, even despite its numerous achievements, is bound to try the viewers' patience.

Written and directed by Mike Leigh

With Jim Broadbent, Allan Corduner, Timothy Spall, Lenley Mansfield, Elaine David, Ron Cook, Martin Savage, Shirley Henderson, Dorothy Atkinson

**T**he film Topsy-Turvy, Prelude and Pugue

By Vladimir Zelensky

**F**ilm REVIEW

The MIT Musical Theatre Guild's production of Chess was certainly not without its flaws. The music was good, but the quality of the quality could have been improved. However, there were moments in which the characters surpassed their own negative characteristics to show some truth in human nature. In the end, the film's best was to those extended beyond the boundaries of the performance and the film's spontaneous messages about games and politics.

For the most part, the set design just entailed a white background and occasionally some tables and chairs. Again, this could have been improved a great deal. The costumes were essentially black and khaki suits (with the occasional Don Johnson influence in the suits of the agent Walter, played by Steve NIcholay). The lighting, continuing on the theme of minimalism, was primarily (and symbolically) in blue and red. While there were only four or five sets to play with the entire story, any attention to detail when the plot and other factors are lacking can make a big difference.

However, one scene in which the minim alism actually did work was during the “One Night in Bangkok” number (a song that was popularized by Murray Head). The lighting, continuing on the theme of minimalism, was primarily (and symbolically) in blue and red. While there were only four or five sets to play with the entire story, any attention to detail when the plot and other factors are lacking can make a big difference.

The MIT Musical Theatre Guild’s production of Chess was certainly not without its flaws. The music was good, but the quality of the quality could have been improved. However, there were moments in which the characters surpassed their own negative characteristics to show some truth in human nature. In the end, the film's best was to those extended beyond the boundaries of the performance and the film's spontaneous messages about games and politics.
Shatterproof Egyptian Glass

By Bence Olveczky

Shatterproof Egyptian Glass is a riveting and thoughtful drama that has been helmed by the award-winning director of the opera, Akhnaten. The opera's success is owed to the dynamic and captivating performances of the cast, which includes the like-minded and talented artists. The opera's innovative use of music, dance, and visuals creates a mesmerizing experience that leaves audiences entranced.

The opera's central character, Akhnaten, is a complex and fascinating figure. He is a man of immense intellectual and artistic freedom, who seeks to challenge the traditional religious beliefs of his time. The opera's score, composed by Philip Glass, is a remarkable achievement, with its hypnotic and mesmerizing loops that draw the audience into the story. The vocal performances are also outstanding, with the soloists delivering powerful and nuanced portrayals.

However, the opera's success is not without its challenges. The production's set design, created by the internationally renowned designer, is both beautiful and innovative, but it also has its critics. Some audiences have found the set to be too busy and distracting, while others have praised its creativity and originality.

The final scene of the opera is a triumph, with its unexpected and humorous ending that leaves the audience both entertained and challenged. Overall, Shatterproof Egyptian Glass is a must-see opera that will leave audiences with a lasting impression of its exceptional talent and creativity.
ON THE SCREEN

The following movies are playing this week-end at local theaters: The Tech suggests seeing (http://www.boston.com/) for a complete list of times and locations.

★★★★ Excellent
★★★ Good
★★ Fair
★ Poor

American Beauty (★★★★)
An extremely annoying movie: this deadpan black tragicomedy is a laughable failure as a work of art, being pretentious, simplistic, and self-important. Excepting a truly remarkable performance by Kevin Spacey (whose part is disappointingly small), there's nothing to this movie beyond tortured metaphors, caricatures instead of characters, and a messy pile-up of red herrings instead of a plot. — Vidi Zelevinsky.

Anna and the King (★★★)
Chow Yun Fat is an Oscar-worthy scene-stealer with riveting screen presence as the Thai King Mongkut; the only other three-dimensional character is played by Bai Ling in a passionately sincere performance. Jodie Foster disappoints for the first time as the British governess Anna Leonowens. See the movie for the stunning visuals: gorgeous, sprawling epic sets, beautiful details, and the regal Chow Yun Fat's performance which keeps lighting up the screen. — Zamin Ansari.

Being John Malkovich (★★★★★)
A film so different, so whacked-out, so original, and totally unlike anything else out there — like Monty Python at their most deadpan hilarious. An unconventional mixture of comedy, satire, and frighteningly deep ruminations on the nature of personality. — VZ.

The Cider House Rules (★★★★)
Despite the fact that the protagonists' name is Homer, this film ends up feeling less like a Homeric epic and more like a Norman Rockwell painting: hardly great art or even art at all, but something with instantly recognizable humanity and an overall impact that can hardly be ignored. Credit this mostly to luminous acting and the screenplay's understated emotional complexity. — VZ.

Cradle Will Rock (★★★★)
A rich, visually inventive, memorably acted, and consistently hilarious tapestry of art set in the 1930's, weaving together characters from John Cusack's Nelson Rockfeller to Emily Watson's homeless street performer. A perfect opening sequence, a perfect closing shot. — VZ.

Galaxy Quest (★★★★)
Not quite the Star Trek parody that it starts out like: more of a Star Trek rip-off, with the same stupid computer graphics, fake sets, plot holes (all of the above rather irritating), and general air of amiable nonsense (very, enjoyable). It's also neat to see a bunch of good actors having fun. Rather stupid, really; at the same time, rather cute. — VZ.

Girl, Interrupted (★★★★★)
Exploring the struggles of a teenage girl in a mental hospital, Winona Ryder manages the lows but not highs of her character effectively, creating a somewhat skewed view of the movie. However, Angelina Jolie and Brittany Murphy are excellent supporting actresses and serve to balance the movie, while the rest of the acting is lukewarm. Additionally, the dramatic details, such as the lighting, create moods and scenes that are compelling, but that do not make up for the lack of plot. — Amy Meadows.

Magnolia (★★★★)
A sprawling incoherent mess of a movie, with a story and characters that manage to be both jaw-droppingly obvious and make no sense whatsoever. On the other hand, the annoying narrative bombast is compensated by great visual sprite, and the climactic sequence is simply the most wildly creative bit of filmmaking of 1999, even though it has nothing to do with the rest of the movie. — VZ.

The Talented Mr. Ripley (★★★★★)
A lot to recommend: a complex plot, accomplished acting (Matt Damon and Cate Blanchett especially), and gorgeous visuals; especially impressive is the degree to which the audience gets to understand and identify with the film's immoral protagonist. A bit too slowly-paced, though. — VZ.

Topsy-Turvy (★★★★)
Following the trials and triumphs of Gilbert and Sullivan as they create their masterpiece The Mikado, Topsy-Turvy holds and keeps the audience's attention. But it's the breathtaking final five minutes that make the film worth seeing. — VZ.

Toy Story 2 (★★★★★)
An instant classic, one of the most creative and fun movies of the year, this completely computer-generated sequel about the adventures of a bunch of toys is clever, funny, complex, and, most surprisingly, deeply emotional. — VZ.

The School of Humanities and Social Science

Congratulations

THE 2000 BURCHARD SCHOLARS

Daniel Berger '01
Simon Berkowitz '02
Blake Brasher '01
Samidh Chakrabarti '01
Eric Chang '01
Nathaniel Choge '02
Irena Goldenberg '01
David Hu '01
Miya Kayahara '01
Douglas Kriner '01
ManYan Ku '02
Emily Meyer '01
Laura Moulton '01
Delphine Nain '01

Philip Osafo-Kwaako '01
Dawn Perler '01
Tara Rao '02
Daniel Riordan '02
Anand Sarwate '01
Peter Shulman '01
Manu Sridharan '01
Carl Steinbach '01
GiRim Sung '01
Philip Tan '01
Hilarie Tomasiewicz '01
Jeffrey Vieregg '01

The Burchard Scholars Program brings together distinguished members of the faculty and promising sophomores and juniors who have demonstrated excellence in some aspect of the humanities, arts, and social sciences as well as in science or engineering. The Burchard Program format is a series of dinner-seminars held during the academic year to discuss topics of current research introduced by MIT faculty members.

THE BURCHARD SCHOLARS PROGRAM IS SPONSORED BY
THE DEAN'S OFFICE, SCHOOL OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCE
"Bank of the Last 25 Years" as awarded by International Financing Review, the journal of record of the international capital markets.

Credit Suisse First Boston has set the standard for investment banking, equities, fixed income and derivatives over the past 25 years. Now it's your turn. We are looking for the most talented individuals to join our efforts, to ensure we remain the Bank for the next 25 years. Please contact us at csfb.com/careeropportunities/
reader's warning: the following drawn strip is only sometimes funny, thus the title...

OCCASIONAL COMIC

lab, lab, lab—
Wow! That's the hottest girl I've ever seen!

I have to photocopy my resume—
I cannot believe she's noticing that!

Looks like I'm gettin' a 3.0 again—
Omg! Then a hottie!
Doing again?

I have to go running later—
Hey! She never looked that good when we were dating!

Ah....

Nothing beats the sound of a superhero....
WOW! YOU'VE DEVELOPED EIGHT PATENTABLE IDEAS, ASOK.

WE'LL HAVE TO BURY THEM OR ELSE IT WILL LOOK LIKE WE HAVE TOO MUCH FREE TIME.

THEN I SAID, "LITERALLY?" AND THEN HE SAID...

SO WHAT IS THIS, EXACTLY? WHAT'S THE MENU SAY?

I HAVE NO IDEA. WHAT'S THE MENU SAY?

THAT'S WHAT IT IS.

SOMEONE SPelled IT WRONG. THAT'S OK, WE PROBABLY MADE IT WRONG.

WHOEVER SAID HONESTY WAS REFRESHING...

WAIT, YOU FORGOT YOUR KORN MUPHIN.

Jobs are everywhere. But before you leap, stop. Stop for a moment and consider what's at stake.


More than just another startup, @Stake is led by leading security thinkers and practitioners from Cambridge Technology Partners, CertCo, Compaq, Forrester Research, and the preeminent hacker think tank, the LOpht.

@Stake provides strategic, independent security services that enable e-commerce for the Global 2000.

Join us for free pizza, drinks and an informal session with founder and VP of Marketing and Business Development, Ted Julian, to learn all about us and the opportunities we have for you!

Tuesday, February 8, 2000 at 6 PM • MIT - Room 4-149

@stake

Securing the Internet economy™

for more information, contact jobs@atstake.com
When you're broke, you look at things in a whole new way.
So for textbooks and stuff, hit ecampus.com. You'll save up to 50%. And shipping's always free.

**ecampus.com**
Textbooks & Stuff. Cheap.

Win a trip to Jamaica for Spring Break. No purchase necessary. Sweepstakes begins 01/03/00 and ends 02/17/00. Open to US residents, 18 years and older. Void where prohibited. For details see Official Rules on www.ecampus.com or send a self addressed stamped envelope by 02/10/00 to c/o Rolling Stone Spring Break, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, NY, NY 10104. (WA and VT residents may omit return postage.)
At Abuzz, our company’s culture is just as important as our company’s products. Perhaps that’s why Boston Magazine named us one of the best places to work in Boston, or why we were recently featured on WHDH TV-Channel 7 and WBZ TV-Channel 4. It could be because we’re a great company with enormous potential for personal growth. Abuzz also has the energy of a startup and the strength of The New York Times Company behind it. And we’re conveniently located in Cambridge.

We’re launching www.abuzz.com this month—it’s a new online knowledge network where members can ask questions, get answers, and share their knowledge with real people with similar interests. We’re looking for talented, motivated software developers, QA engineers, and product managers who are interested in joining us for the launch and beyond. If you’re looking for a dynamic environment that’s hard core and fun at the same time, send your resume to job~@staff-abuzz.com.

Abuzz is committed to equal employment principles, and we recognize the value of committed employees who feel they are being treated in an equitable and professional manner. We strive to find ways to attract, develop, and retain the talent needed to meet business objectives, and to recruit and employ highly qualified individuals representing the diverse communities in which we live. Employment policies and decisions on employment and promotion are based on merit, qualifications, performance, and business needs. The decisions and criteria governing the employment relationship with all employees are made in a non-discriminatory manner, without regard to race, religion, color, national origin, sex, age, marital status, physical or mental disability, medical condition, veteran status, or any other factor determined to be unlawful by federal, state, or local statutes.
Dear Ms. Emotion,

I've been dating my girlfriend for about one month. We're not really serious, but we're exclusive. What should I get her for Valentine's Day?

— Ashley, Dating Out

Ms. Emotion: Well, if you want to please her, but boring, flowers or candy and a card are always fine. But splurge for the good chocolate. The Coop sells Godiva chocolates in pretty V-Day boxes. Or you could opt for a night out instead of a gift. Send her a card telling her when you'll pick her up, but not where you're taking her, and then treat her to dinner at a nice restaurant. Other options include tickets to a show she'd like to see, a gift certificate for a massage, perfume or perfumed lotion, jewelry, and the standard things you'll find on display in the malls and advertised in magazines.

Since you've only been going out for a month, I don't know how her history is if you have enough intimate knowledge of her to know what she'd like and what size she wears.

If you want to get creative then I'll share some ideas from guys that I've dated in the past and some friends of mine. Some of these might be better for couples that have been together longer than a month. One of my V-Day gifts was a scavenger hunt of sorts. My boyfriend gave me a card with clues that led me to a small gift and another card, which led me to another small gift and another card. Etc. The last gift was tickets to a romantic comedy that I'd been wanting to see. Finding the gifts was fun, and I was touched that he went to so much trouble.

If you have your own apartment or can arrange the right setting, then I recommend this next "gift." Invite her over to your place and cook a gourmet dinner for her. Light candles on the table and in "your bedroom, and either of them.

If you can afford it, take her on a weekend getaway. New Hampshire, Vermont, and Maine are great winter destinations, offering outdoor winter sports, and plenty of cozy inns and B&Bs. If she's more of a city girl, go to NYC for the weekend. See a show, go to dinner, and then spend an intimate evening at home for a change.

If you can afford it, take her on a weekend getaway. New Hampshire, Vermont, and Maine are great winter destinations, offering outdoor winter sports, and plenty of cozy inns and B&Bs. If she's more of a city girl, go to NYC for the weekend. See a show, go to dinner, and spend a cozy evening at home.

Ms. Emotion: Helpful! I am normally against meddling in the affairs of others when it comes to relationships. If you perceive that there might be some chemistry between two of your friends something may most likely happen between them. You can always find out from either of them what he or she might think or feel about the other person. Just talking about that might help get the ball rolling.

Dr. Do It: You could also set up an event such as a dinner or going ice skating and make up an excuse to have to leave early or arrive late. This will allow them to hang out together one-on-one. Or you can suggest they bring one another as a date to a semiformal occasion or party. However, I agree with Ms. Emotion that meddling with the hearts of others is tricky. We're not sure if the person in question or between yourself and either of them.

If you have any questions for Dr. Do It or Ms. Emotion or topics you would like them to discuss, please send them to advice@tech.mit.edu.

Got a question for Dr. Do It or Ms. Emotion? They want to answer it.
Depression can have many causes. Many factors can contribute to major depression. Depression is often triggered by major life events, such as the death of a loved one, divorce, financial problems, or other significant loss. An episode of depression can be a major response to some of these crises. Such depression, however, is usually time-limited.

Depression is also more likely to co-occur with certain medical illnesses (including stroke, heart disease, cancer, and diabetes), psychiatric disorders (such as anxiety and eating disorders), and substance abuse disorders. In addition, some medications may actually cause clinical depression. Rats are also especially high among persons suffering from depression. A person's psychological makeup plays a vital role in determining susceptibility to depression. People who tend to be pessimistic, low in self-esteem, or overly worry tend to experience more stress even if they have little control over life events are at a higher risk for developing depression. Very often, although not always, a combination of biological, cognitive, genetic, psychological, and environmental factors that triggers the onset of depression is present.

Gender differences in the prevalence of depression are also evident. In the United States, women are 1.7 to 3.0 times more likely than men to experience depression during their lifetime, and one in five women is likely to experience severe depression.

The causes of depression in women are not primarily biological (as was once believed), but are a variety of biological, social, and psychological origins. For example, infertility, miscarriages, and menstrual pain can all contribute to depression. Young girls and college students, for example, may report depression when becoming discouraged by these events. Women tend to be more vulnerable to depression, in fact, the more children a woman has, the more likely it is she will be depressed.

Women are another key factor in triggering depression: in the U.S., at least 37 percent of women have been sexually or physically abused by the age of 21 (some experts believe the rate is actually closer to 50 percent). Women are more likely to be depressed if their partners are employed to teach the individual how to deal with life's problems more effectively.

Drug therapy can be very useful for treating such a condition, but it is not a cure. Additionally, the appropriate treatment can help improve one's mood. Mild exercise is also recommended. For women, the successful participation in social activities may help improve one's mood. It is important to realize that the negative thinking one experiences during depression typically results in a cycle of worsening depression.

Drug therapies are used to treat depressive illnesses: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and tricyclic antidepressants are used to treat depression: trycyclics, monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), and bupropion.

Depression often makes a person feel overwhelmingly exhausted, helpless, and worthless. The most important thing a person suffering from depression can do for himself is to seek and adhere to treatment. It is important to realize that the negative thinking one experiences during depression typically results in a cycle of worsening depression.

Appropriate treatment can help improve one's mood. Mild exercise is also recommended. For women, the successful participation in social activities may help improve one's mood. It is important to realize that the negative thinking one experiences during depression typically results in a cycle of worsening depression.

Drug therapy can be very useful, sometimes even necessary, for treating people suffering from depression. Antidepressants are used to treat depressive illnesses: trycyclics, monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs), and bupropion.

Visit and add events to TechCalendar online at http://techcalendar.mit.edu.
Auto Accident Ends in Pedestrian Death

By Kevin R. Lang and Matthew F. Palmer

Atkinson '02. "People really need to walk more slowly when crossing Memorial Drive."

At the Undergraduate Association's council meeting yesterday, Associate Provost Philip E. Clay '75 discussed the search process for a new Dean for Student Life to succeed Margaret R. Bates, who is stepping down at the end of the spring term. "What we need is a candidate who will bring a new and innovative perspective to the Boston Medical Center."

According to police reports, the unidentified student was driving down Massachusetts Avenue at approximately 9 p.m. when he hit and killed the man. "He was not a drunk driver," said Andrew P. Lundgren '01 who was involved in the accident.

"I feel pretty safe" walking around MIT, said Faisal Anwar '03 said he felt safe doing so. He lives in the same building as the man who was killed.

"We're looking for a person who has a passion for excellence," Clay said. "We expect a flint for working with people."

"There are still questions about the man's role in the accident," Clay said. "The MIT report is a national search firm to assist in the investigation."

The search committee includes students Christopher M. Rezek '99 and Faisal Anwar '03 who were involved in the accident. The committee has hired an academic search firm to assist in the process.

Deutch Retains Security Clearances

Deutch's actions were overseen by Michael O'Neill, the CIA's general counsel at the time, and executive director Nora Saltkin. CIA security officers concluded that senior officials were protecting Deutch.

One security officer told the inspector general that the "investigation had been one in name only." The report specifically cites O'Neill for impeding the investigation.

In his statement, Deutch said he's always careful when walking around Memorial Drive. In 1997, Michele S. Micheletti '98 was struck and killed while crossing Memorial Drive.
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We're looking for thinkers. Not just their diplomas.

It's all about making an impact.
Information Session—Tonight, Tuesday, February 8, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m., Room 4-237.
Please submit your resume via InterviewTrak by Friday, February 11.

You know you're more than a piece of paper. You're bursting with ideas and insights that can change the world of business. And at Andersen Consulting, we want them.

As a leading global management and technology consulting organization, we bring our insights and ideas to world-class clients to help them achieve profound change. After all, it takes powerful ideas to align strategy with people, processes and technology.

We'll provide first-rate training and guidance, and expose you to a variety of projects and industries. All of which builds a solid foundation for your future.

Take this opportunity to talk to us about yourself, and most importantly, your ideas.

Visit our Web site at www.ac.com
Racial Bias Alleged

Harvard, from Page 1

Impeachment articles upheld

At a meeting Sunday, former UC Vice President Samuel C. Cohen, a senior, questioned the council’s authority to remove popularly elected officials from office.

In response, Driskell, who has supported Burton throughout the ordeal, ruled that the articles of impeachment should be dismissed. Marshall and other officers supporting the impeachment articles immediately motioned to overrule Driskell’s decision.

Without acquiring consensus on the issue, the council voted to overrule Driskell’s move with a vote of 34 to 22. Impeachment proceedings are scheduled to begin next Sunday.

Racism concerns enter debate

Driskell and Burton claim that they have never accused anyone of racism, but Driskell later told a Boston Globe reporter that “Racism at Harvard is a very subtle thing. It’s not a phrase to toss around lightly. But we’re beginning to wonder.”

Some students in the crowd questioned about the role of race in the impeachment debate. “I’m concerned that some motives behind the impeachment process are racially motivated,” said Adam R. Russell-Taylor, President of Harvard’s NAACP chapter. Several members of the NAACP chapter attended Sunday’s meeting to support Driskell, who claimed that her move to dismiss impeachment was well-supported by students.

While several apologists for Burton appeared in the crowd, defenders of the impeachment proceedings were not shy to address their concerns. “In this election, I have been disgusted by [Burton’s] behavior and was very upset by the way he chose to run his campaign,” said Hawkins, Chair of the UC Finance Committee. “Burton’s actions speak for themselves. Hawkins joined those signing the petition for impeachment and said that he feared “ethical violations” had tarnished the VC’s image.

Supporters of the impeachment articles also quickly dismissed allegations of racism. “The petition to remove [Burton] was signed to investigate allegations of lying and stealing and cheating, not to investigate allegations of being black or white or Latino,” said junior Todd E. Plants, who sponsored the resolution calling for impeachment proceedings against Burton.

Meet Us:

- Wednesday, February 9th
- Time: 7:00pm - 9:00pm
- Place: Bldg. 34-401

Pizza, sandwiches and cold drinks are on us. We will also be giving away a brand new Palm VII at the end of the night.

Interview With Us:

- Thursday, February 10th
- Time: 9:00am - 5:00pm
- Place: Bldg. 38-445

Zkey.com is making a conscious effort to hire only the best and most gifted personnel. We need people with a vision for greatness and the ability to get there. If that sounds like you, get a Zkey and apply now. You must be a Superstar to apply.

Positions Available:

- CFO
- Business Development Positions
- Marketing Positions
- Creative Director
- Graphic and HTML Designers
- Java Programmers
- Project Managers
- Help Desk/QA Positions
- Software Engineer
- Sales Engineer

At Zkey, we’re changing the way people manage and share information. We’re a visionary, pre-IPO company, supported by world-class investors and strategic partnerships with the leading companies in telecommunications, the Internet and software development. Our vision is to be the world leader in providing simple, selective, secure information exchange across all connected platforms and devices.

Zkey.com is making a conscious effort to hire only the best and most gifted personnel. We need people with a vision for greatness and the ability to get there. If that sounds like you, get a Zkey and apply now. You must be a Superstar to apply.

Corner Office or Drive-Through Window...

Jump to the top of the corporate ladder by learning the new secret of business success (even your future employer doesn’t know about it)

...where is your degree going to take you?

FREE MARKET FUSION

The business model for the millennium that makes the bottom line while making a difference - unveiled by Glenn R. Jones who turned a $400 loan against his 1967 VW into one of the ten largest cable TV provider companies in the US.

FREE MARKET FUSION
How Entrepreneurs and Nonprofits Create 21st Century Success
ISBN 1-885400-68-3
$14.95
Order from your campus bookstore or Internet book retailer.
Dorm Planners Aim For Diverse Populace

New Dorm, from Page 1

E.C. McCants said, "We shouldn't try to figure out the one room configuration that MIT students want, but the twenty room configurations MIT students will consent to live in if pressed."

 Asked about the possibility for single-sex floors, Founders Group member and Professor of Materials Science Lisa W. Hobbs said, "The idea behind this dormitory is to encourage diversity rather than dividing people by any kind of denominator."

 However, McCants said that as a result of the "vertical and horizontal spacings" in the dorm, students will be able to create communities of their own without difficulty.

 'Student Art' may be included

One topic discussed in depth was the possible role of student art in the dormitory. MIT has commissioned two artists to create works for the building. Some students asked whether the dormitory would include outlets for student art, such as painting room walls or decorating lounges.

 "Given what we're going to spend on this dorm to get it right, the expectation is we're going to try to preserve this design," said Chancellor Lawrence Bacow '72.

 However, McCants noted that one of the commissioned artists, Dan Graham, was "intrigued by the spontaneous student art in East Campus, especially the Elvis Shrine."

 Student involvement discussed

The Founders Group is currently in the process of forming subcommittees to determine the character of the new dormitory's community.

 "We're trying to prevent the community from being just 350 undergraduates who happen to show up accidentally. We want them to have a community to move into," McCants said.

 Student members of the Founders Group offered brief presentations or the topics to be addressed by the subcommittees, including the food available in the dining room and cafe, house government, overall community, and use of facilities.

 "Hopefully there were students out there [in the forum] who will want to get involved in the planning, and who will maybe even want to live in the building," McCants said.

How Do You Measure the Growth of a Child?

Unfortunately for children living in some of the poorest countries in the world, it takes more than facing facts on a wall.

 Childrenreach, one of the oldest and largest child sponsorship organizations, measures growth by the number of hospitals, wells for clean water, and self-help programs we build in partnership with the proud families and communities whose children will benefit.

 So when you become a Childreach sponsor and receive pictures and letters that speak of hope, you'll know that you have helped to make a real difference in the lives of a needy child, family, and community.

 For more information about Childreach sponsorship, please call 1-800-752-3400 or send in the coupon below.
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Housing issues update

There will be 120 more beds available in NW30 after the current renovation, which is scheduled to be completed by fall 2001. The lease will involve nine months’ renting to graduate students, with the remaining summer months open to conference. More graduate residence space is needed at MIT, and these 120 beds in NW30 are only a stopgap measure.

Worchington place has approximately 40 empty apartments right now, and of 60 that MIT has contributed to filling, MIT is losing 500,000 a month on these apartments. The GSC proposed renting these rooms to students at discounted rates, but was turned down by the administration. Because of cost of living increases, the administration is looking for some facility support to increase stipends.

GSC involved with dean searches

The GSC president is on the committee to search for the new dean. The committee has two sections: Student Life and Education. The GSC president is on the Student Life sector. He is seeking recommendations from students for candidates.

Awards

The council decided to give out two monthly awards to members who have made significant contributions during the month. This month’s Awards of Excellence go to Yu Boomsale for the Career Fair, and to Adam Lerner for the successful organization of many interesting Activities Committee events.

Graduate and business networking

A group of Sloan School and engineering students has been working on an integration project. There are strong indications of 8% being able to establish relationships with engineering students. Engineering students also have an interest in commercializing their skills.

Projects currently under planning include a big kick-off event (wine tasting), lecture series, and lab users geared to Sloan students (engineering students can cross-visit labs, too). Anyone who has ideas or wants to volunteer can email Ryan Kesheuter (rjk@mit.edu) or Jim Lee (jm_le@mit.edu).

The GSC will give each representative $100 to organize social occasions at the departmental level. We hope departments will also match funds.

Committee reports

The Activities Committee’s next meeting is on February 8. The committee is planning on a social with the MIT museum, a week from this Friday at 5:30 p.m. A jazz band will be playing at the social.

The Housing and Community Affairs Committee’s next meeting is on February 16 in Ashdown House. The committee is working on revamping the housing lottery system. It is also making efforts to provide an alternative guide to graduate housing. The guide will be designed to give graduate students more information before they attend MIT, including current students’ uncorrected views about housing.

Pub Board’s next meeting is on Feb 16. The February issue of the Graduate Student News will feature advisory issues and IAP activities. The publicity branch of the board is working on questions such as what is the most effective way to reach out to graduate students, and what graduate students know about GSC.

The Muddy Charlie is having the next meeting on March 7. It is exploring a new food program.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

HELP WANTED

EGYPT GOVERNORS NEEDED! Desperately want- ed by interested, honest patients. At rates needed, Ages 23-30. Compensation $5,000. Please call OFFICIAL NATIONAL Registry at (800) 896-9737 or visit www.officenotary.com

Inventor Seeks Electronics We seeking an electronics student/engineer to follow through on a patented ‘invention which uses remote electronics. Great opportunity to par- ticipate in and profit from this exciting inven-

CONFIDENTIAL

Graduating student: desires to house sit. will furnish references. contact: Rev. John Tomlinson at E-mail Address: Rev.JTOMLINSON64@HOTMAIL.COM or Phone: (781)659-2322 the following services are available: Counseling, How to Pray with Results, Workshops, Weddings, Holy Unions

DEPRESSED? If you answer yes and are between the ages of 18-65, you may be eli-
gible to participate in a free-of-charge research study looking at the effectiveness of antidepressant medications. If interested, please call the Depression Clinical and Research Program of the Massachusetts General Hospital at: (617) 724-0388

MARCH BREAK 2000 CANCUN FROM $5,000. Please call: 1-800-367-1252 springbreak@topholiday.com

SPRING BREAK 2000 CANCUN FROM $149 14 Free Meals, 23 Hours of Free Drinks, Pay Before U Pay, 6 Month Payment Plan Available. Ask us about Boston Depart- ments Only. CALL FREE 800-244-4463, www.collegetours.com

TRAVEL

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: February 20

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY: Summer 2000 Program in Computer Science. Contact: (607) 255-5290 Wannabe Programmer? Free housing at MIT

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
Wednesday, February 16

8:00pm @ 26-106
Free passes available in Lobby 16 at 6PM the day of the show.

CALL MIT ARMY ROTC AT (617) 253-4471 OR VISIT US AT W59-192

Confidence, pride, [grit] and plenty of time to shower before calculus.

In Army ROTC, you’ll get to do some pretty challenging stuff. Stuff that builds character and discipline, not just on muscles. You’ll also learn how to think on your feet and be a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out more. And get ready to sweat a little.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

COURTESY OF SONY 

www.springsbreakdirect.com
MIT Nordic, Alpine Squads Start Strong

Lucky Sevens For
The Alpine Squads
At Waterville Valley

By Jonathan Shefftz
STAFF WRITER

The men’s and women’s alpine squads of MIT’s varsity ski racing team turned in some strong performances at their second of five regular season race weekends at Waterville Valley on January 26-30. The men entered the weekend in sixth place in the cumulative standings, but only one point behind eighth-place St. Anselm, and another point behind seventh-place Babson. The men entered tied for eighth with St. Anselm.

Saturday race

New England’s Mother Nature surprised the skiers with sunny skies, perfect temperatures, and not too much of a stiff breeze. The skiers then decided to surprise themselves by turning in their best performances so far this season. On Saturday, the slalom course with its many difficult drop-offs, Marcy Paul ’03 took 10th, followed by captain Marianne Okal Jr. ’02 and Malory Briggs ’03. Following the example of the men, co-captain Ryan Maupin ’00 and Nick Kulharn ’02 took 37 and 38 respectively, followed by Tom McBride ’00, Fay Fucetola ’01, and Dan Zelazo ’01.

Slalom races

For Sunday’s even longer giant slalom course, Paul kept up her top 20 weekend with a 20th-place finish, followed by Briggs and Okal. The women slipped behind St. Anselm, but stayed ahead of Babson and UConn for eighth.

The men turned up the speed with Maupin in 31st, followed by Kulharn, Fucetola, Jonathan Iitens ’03, and a few crashes later, co-captain Todd Dumond ’00. The led the men to seventh-place finish, this time ahead of Babson, St. Anselm, and UConn.

The nearly perfect weekend was unfortunately marred by a serious accident that up-and-coming skier Mike McCarthy ’02 experienced during some casual post-racing skiing in the “terrain park” at the end of Saturday’s race. McCarthy caught too much air off a large jump, and landed on the tails of his skis, resulting in a compound fracture of his leg hip. On a positive note, the ski patrol were amazed by McCarthy’s controlled demeanor, calmly joking around with the patrolers and even trying to convince a teammate to take a picture of the bone protruding through his skin. The team wishes him a speedy recovery.

With the end of IAP and the start of spring semester classes, training for the pacemost part has reverted to local areas, supplemented by occasional drives to New Hampshire. The next race is hosted by Brown University and UConn at MIT’s “home” area: Leon Mountain. The women are currently in a three-way tie for seventh place in the cumulative standings with Babson and St. Anselm. The men are in eighth, and only one point off seventh-place Babson.

You are cordially invited to tea to help overthrow the government. Please join us at the Boston Tea Party Site on Congress Street Bridge on Tuesday, February Eighth at four o’clock in the afternoon.

RECEPTION FOLLOWING AT 4:30 P.M.
AT OLD SOUTH MEETING-HOUSE
310 WASHINGTON STREET
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
RSVP: 617-451-5999
(NO REGRETS)

OVERTHROW THE GOVERNMENT
IN COURTESY OF HANNAH JEA COMPANY

The nordic ski team had its first regular season races this past weekend, after a long week of training camp in Quebec. Tired, but hungry to race, the skiers made the 12-hour journey from Mont Sainte Anne to their meet in Lenox, New York. The three women skiers, MIT’s first full women’s team in four years, led for second place with Cornell, behind top-ranked Clarkson.

People present at the meet included Clarkson, Cornell, West Point, Skidmore, Alfred, and Colby Sawyer College. Saturday’s race was an IEC classic-style for both the women’s and men’s teams. Jessica Kleins ’00 led the way for MIT, finishing second place. Teresa Hung ’02 and freshman sensation Jessy Baker rounded out the women’s team with 7th and 10th place finishes, respectively.

The rapidly rising temperatures and rough trail conditions made ski racing especially difficult for both teams. Defending national champion Sam Coradetti ’02 overcame the difficult trail conditions and managed a 6th place finish, followed closely by Jim Berry ’00 and Coradetti skied neck-to-neck with the Clark- son relay team. Just 350 meters before the finish line, Coradetti powered into a speed burst to pull ahead of Clarkson, securing a victory for the men. MIT’s second men’s team of Garnett, Olsen and Testa finished with an impressive third place finish.

The women’s 3 x 5 kilometer race was equally exciting and victorious. Baker flew into the top zone just meters ahead of Cornell. Hung held onto a solid second place despite taking three wrong turns during her race. When Kleins took over, Cornell had taken the lead by 45 seconds. Kleins tore up the course, passing Cornell by the 4.5 kilometer mark, and finishing with the fastest women’s time of the day. Saturday evening entertained a refreshing 1.5 kilometer moonlight sprint. The trail was dimly lit with torches, but the skiing skiers had to use their night vision, and ski racing intuition to navigate the trail. MIT had an incredibly strong finish, taking first in both the women’s and men’s competition.

After months of searching, the team is excited that they have finally secured a coach for the team. The nordic Engineers look forward to a successful season on the slopes.
Gen3 Partners is a rapidly growing, 70 person firm fusing strategic insights and technology to build B2B internet businesses for brick and mortar partner companies. Gen3's leadership includes Jim Sims, CEO, founder and former CEO of Cambridge Technology Partners, and Michael Treacy, Chief Strategist, founder of Treacy & Co. and author of *The Discipline of Market Leaders*. Gen3 is a pre-IPO firm, and our first round of funding was closed in December with Accel Partners. Based in Boston, Gen3 will be opening offices in New York and Palo Alto/San Francisco in 2000 as it grows to 250+ people. We are looking for candidates interested in an entrepreneurial environment, business strategy, and business implementation.

Information Session

Wednesday, February 9th, 6-8 pm
Cambridge Marriott
Join us and our Chief Strategist, Michael Treacy, founder of Treacy & Company and former Sloan School Professor

We will discuss full-time and summer opportunities for undergraduate and graduate level students

Join us at the Info Session if this sounds interesting to you:
- Working with Fortune 500 companies to build new Internet businesses
- Learning about cutting edge Internet businesses
- Developing Internet business strategies and technology architectures
- Researching hot companies, writing business plans, starting and running Internet start-ups
- Joining a rapidly growing company of 70
- Receiving an equity stake in our company

IMPORTANT: Undergraduates, please do not submit resumes directly to the company, please instead submit through InterviewTRAK. Graduate level students should send a resume and cover letter directly to Dan Goodman, dgoodman@gen3partners.com or Fax: 617-956-1215

Gen3 Partners - 45 Milk Street - Boston, Massachusetts 02109 - 617-956-1200 - www.gen3partners.com
Gymnastics Remains In Last, but by Less

By J.C. Olsson

The Engineers faced the formidable opponents of U-Mass and Southern Connecticut last Saturday. The showdown ended in victory — MIT lost by less.

The better teams are indubitably feeling the pressure from MIT’s gain; a simple mathematical extrapolation promises that MIT will close the gap and finally defeat their U-Mass foes in 26 competitions, or slightly under 3 years.

The Engineers had a rough start to the competition, but pulled it together in the end. MIT spent a good part of their floor routines sitting on their behinds — all except freshman Damian Engen, whose polished set earned him a respectable 8.1.

Pommel horse saw a good show from the injured stalwart David Hu, who broke the halfway mark with a 5.4. However, the Engineers weren’t able to keep the momentum going until the vault event, on which Rafael Vazquez ’01 deftly sailed over the horse, literally inches from his crotch, to earn a 6.6. This was followed by Alex Raine G, who hit the best pike-through vault of the competition for a 6.95. These results put the sixth vaulting position into contention between Rafael and Josh Weaver ’04. It is questionable whether Josh’s most recent vaulting maneuver, a combination between a cannonball and the After Dark Flying Toasters module, will edge out Raf’s flying straddle.

After starting the season with three 6.0s from consecutive competitions, Max Fischer ’00 managed to break this streak by over half a point on a solid 6.65 ring set. Although John Tilly ’01 scored half a point lower, he earned it back in respect for putting his iron cross at the end of his routine. “The other gymnasts make it look too easy — I prefer to make it look hard,” Tilly averred.

Overall, a lack of stamina and tendency towards slovenliness limited the Engineer’s ability to beat anybody. Halfway through the season, yet at the start of a havoc-wreaking term, the men’s gymnastics team has no choice but to shift gears and, as their motto goes, “suck less.”

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS

Wednesday, February 9
Men’s Hockey vs. Community College of Rhode Island, 7:30 p.m.
Wrestling vs. Western New England College and New York University, 7:00 p.m.

Thursday, February 10
Squash vs. Connecticut College, 5:00 p.m.